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1: Watch The Carrie Diaries Season 1 Online | SideReel
Carrie Bradshaw is in her junior year of high school in the early s. She asks her first questions about love, sex,
friendship and family while navigating the worlds of high school and Manhattan.

She is a year-old high school student living in the fictional town of Castlebury, Connecticut , who dreams of
being a famous writer. Instead of attending school on one day during the week, Carrie takes an internship at a
law firm in New York City which she relishes as a stepping stone in her quest to leave her small town behind
her. She left this position to work for Larissa Loughlin at Interview magazine. Towards the end of high school,
Larissa offers Carrie a full-time job at the magazine, which she accepts over going to NYU. Unfortunately,
when Larissa is fired, so is Carrie. She decides to stay in New York, rather than going to Malibu with
Sebastian. Sebastian moves to Castlebury after getting kicked out of his old high school for having sex with
his art history teacher. He lives with his divorced mother who is never around. They are constantly going back
and forth from a couple to singles and back, which is much more known as an on and off relationship, but it is
clear that they both have feelings for each other. At the end of Season 2, Sebastian moves to Malibu to run his
company, and it seems that he and Carrie may have broken up. They broke up because both of their grades
were getting low, because they were only focusing on eachother. In school, she is an academic overachiever
who is said to be under pressure and driven to be the best at everything by her stern parents. Mouse accepts an
offer to go to Harvard towards the end of Season 2. She is a sarcastic and self-assured underachieving student
who barely passes her classes and is said to have an unhappy home life where her parents neglect and ignore
her, who are not able to pay for her college life. Maggie is proposed to by Pete in the last episode of Season 2,
and she accepts. She openly resents Carrie for being close with their mother, and for not having more time
with her. She is rebelling by dyeing her hair and wearing too much eye make-up as well as seeing a guy older
that Carrie called Miller. In later episodes it is clear he is confused about his sexuality, he even sparks an
interest in a man named Bennet Wilcox an employee at Interview Magazine. At the end of the first season he
and Maggie break up, and she as well as the rest of the group finds out about his homosexuality. In season 2
he begins dating Bennett and his mom sees a picture of them in a local newspaper and kicks him out. When
she found out that Walt was gay, she protected his secret by telling the whole school that they had sex, and
pretending that they were dating for real. She is currently frenemies with Carrie. It is later revealed that
Larissa is an African princess who ran away from her family and found financial support from a British lord
before moving to America. He loosens up a bit as the series progresses. In the Season 2 finale, Tom and Carrie
mend their relationship when she tells him that she will stay in New York and support herself. Samantha and
Carrie move in together at the end of Season 2. Towards the end of second season Walt decides that he cannot
live a lie and reconciles with Bennet, realising that he missed him. The two broke up after West explained that
he was tired of competing with Mouse after she got accepted in Harvard. They follow her around in explosions
of neon doing whatever their leader tells them to. Chris Wood as Adam Weaver 4 episodes , a guy who Carrie
meets while trying to get an interview for the magazine, took her virginity, and is currently her ex. They meet
at the Bradshaw house party. He eventually becomes her boyfriend near the end of Season 2 upon being
tricked to go to prom with him. Development[ edit ] In September , it was officially announced that The CW
was moving forward with a television series as a prequel to the original series, based on The Carrie Diaries.
Former Sex and the City writer Amy B. Harris penned the adaptation. Dorrit is desperate for attention and
willing to get it any way she can. Whereas Carrie is beginning to explore Manhattan, Maggie has no desire to
leave her town. Butler will play Sebastian Kydd, a brooding heartthrob and ultimate insider who always plays
the outsider. News reported that actress Lindsey Gort was cast as Samantha Jones for the second season.
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2: The Carrie Diaries TV Show: News, Videos, Full Episodes and More | TV Guide
The Carrie Diaries TV 2 Seasons Teenage Carrie Bradshaw navigates high school while harboring dreams of becoming
a writer in this "Sex and the City" prequel.

Edit In Season one we are introduced to small town girl Carrie Bradshaw. Her mom died due to cancer 3
months before school started. Despite the hard times she had to deal with, she goes back to school with her
friends Maggie, Mouse and Walter. They end up getting emotionally involved but there are many ups and
downs in the relationship. Season 2 Edit In this season Carrie first meets the wild Samantha while trying to
enter a club and they break into her apartment together, leading them to become friends. Carrie returns home
when Larissa returns from her trip early. Carrie later loses her virginity to her at-the-time city boyfriend
Weaver who believed that her first time should be special. After ending things with Weaver, Carrie realizes
that Sebastian is who she wants and goes to his house to confess her feelings. Maggie takes a pregnancy test
revealing that she is pregnant. She goes to Simon the police officer that she has been having an affair with and
tells him, expecting him to break up with his fiance and marry Maggie instead and raise the baby together. The
thought backfires as Simon says no and that he will not help. Maggie then visits Sebastian to talk and tells him
everything; Sebastian is very supportive and lets Maggie stay the night. Later on Sebastian takes Maggie to the
doctor to get an abortion but Maggie decides to take a few more days to figure out if she wants to have the
abortion or not. Maggie then collapses and is taken to the hospital by Sebastian. Sebastian calls Carrie whom
was at a party and states that Maggie has collapsed and is at the hospital. Carrie races back from the city to the
hospital. Sebastian tells Carrie everything and they get back together. Carrie convinces Maggie to tell her dad
that it was Simon who did it, not Sebastian. The next day, Simon goes to the school and tries to hurt Maggie
but was blocked by Carrie who then almost got punched by Simon. He then gets into a fight with Sebastian,
who gets expelled. Then Sebastian moves away which results their very complicated relationship. After a
while, Sebastian surprises Carrie with moving back and she freaks out thinking that moving back was only for
her. She then came to her senses and told him she will support him all the way. Little did she know that later,
Bennett breaks up with Walt and Bennett starts skipping work, so Carrie has to fill in for him. Carrie does an
excellent job but she is frustrated with Bennett because he was taking credit for her work. So when Bennett
skips a big interview, Carrie goes in his place and meets with the prodigy ballerina, Olivia, whom tells her that
if you want to strive for something, you have to scratch for it even if you take someone down on the way.
Carrie then opens up about Bennett and everything and the next day, she turns the report in to Larissa who
tells Carrie that she knew she wrote the essay for Bennett to save his ass. Soon after, Sebastian agrees with
Bennett, resulting in a bit of a conflict between he and Carrie. Carrie then sees Weaver and they strike up a
conversation. After the whole prom party, Carrie goes outside and sees Sebastian in a formal suit and they
walk home together. Then her dad finds out and cuts her off from him. Then it goes from bad to worse because
Carrie gets fired on the first day because Larissa gets fired. Then Larissa gets married and at the wedding,
Carrie and Sebastian were supposed to take off for California but Carrie stays. They mutually admit that their
breakup is hard and they will always have love for one another, but that the choice is the right and inevitable
one to make. The season ends depicting Carrie as a waitress, trying to fight for her career in the city that
started it all, Manhattan. Personality Edit Carrie is known to be an over-thinker. She says exactly what she
thinks or feels, even though sometimes she may regret it. She has a cheery, bubbly personality and is always
putting a smile on her face even though the circumstance she is in. Carrie has high morals, and is not easily
pressured by others. She is no longer a virgin after she and Weaver share an intimate night together. Carrie,
although she is very talkative, also takes a good ear to hear people out, and is there to comfort her friends
when they need her the most. She also has a lot of ambitions and is head strong when it comes to the things
she wants, such as the internship at Interview. Yet, despite her want to become a writer, she still has the
tendency to pick love over work. She is very close to her father and was also very close to her late mother as
well. Her need to help others showed when she took over as the woman of the house when her mother passed
away. Physical Appearance Edit Carrie is a beautiful young girl with blonde very curly hair, with green eyes.
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She is notably carrying a smile, and has a youthful complexion. She also looks very much so like her mother
her mother had blonde curly hair as well. Carrie starts to put on makeup a lot more when in the middle of
Season One, as her character begins to mature, and "grow-up.
3: Carrie Bradshaw | The Carrie Diaries Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
The Carrie Diaries is an American teen comedy-drama television series that aired for two seasons on The CW from
January 14, , to January 31,

4: The Carrie Diaries (TV Series â€“) - IMDb
www.enganchecubano.com www.enganchecubano.com First official trailer for The CW's The Carrie Diaries. Premieres
January on The CW.

5: The Carrie Diaries (TV Series â€“) - Full Cast & Crew - IMDb
The Carrie Diaries Wiki is a free, public and collaborative project for all, to help create a definitive encyclopedia for the
The Carrie Diaries TV Show. The Carrie Diaries is not affiliated with CW, Fox, Warner Bros. or CBS Studios.

6: Watch The Carrie Diaries Episodes Online | SideReel
Let's raise our (cosmo) glasses. The CW canceled three of its shows on Thursday, including The Carrie Diaries, the Sex
and the City prequel that followed a young Carrie Bradshaw (Annasophia Robb.

7: The Carrie Diaries Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
The creators of Â«The Carrie DiariesÂ» TV series were talking about the possible ending of the story. The last 13
episodes of Season 2 was broadcast in January, but the show ratings were not as high as in the beginning.

8: Watch The Carrie Diaries - Season 1 Online Free On www.enganchecubano.com
The Carrie Diaries - Season 1 Carrie Bradshaw is in her junior year of high school in the early s. When Carrie meets
Larissa, a style editor at Interview magazine who introduces her to a world of nightclubs and interesting people, she
feels inspired and realizes there is no going back; she was meant for New York.

9: Watch The Carrie Diaries - Season 1 Full episode free | Series9 | Gostream | Fmovies | Seriesonline
The Carrie Diaries - season 1 episode 1 watch online Â«PilotÂ» After his mother's death, Carrie feels that all eyes are
on her when the girl returns to school after vacation.
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